
215s-05 Beach Top

Summary
※Note: Like all Japanese patterns, stitch counts given here for foundation chains do not include any chain sts needed for turning posts.

Cups (make 2): Work foundation chain to begin, then crochet in dc and pattern stitch according to chart. Make 2 of the same, but for the second cup, join to first cup in indicated section of 
last row of pattern stitch A.

Band: ch16 and retain this chain in reserve for later use. With another strand of yarn, ch16 again, then work pattern stitch B along this chain and bottoms of cups. When you reach the end 
of the second cup, continue working pattern stitch C into the 16-stitch chain waiting in reserve. For remaining rows, work across all stitches in pattern stitch B. 

Finishing: Working into sides of band, work decreases while working pattern stitch C. Work shoulder straps in pattern stitch C where indicated.

Abbreviations:
ch = chain          dc = double crochet (US)          rep = pattern repeat(s)
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Suggested yarn:
• Pierrot Yarns Orgabits One [100% organic cotton; 142 yds/130m per 1.41 oz./40g skein]; color #01 clear beige, 2 skeins [65g]

Tools/Notions:
• 2.5mm (US B or C) crochet hook or size necessary to achieve gauge

Finished measurements:
• bust: 79cm/31.10" - 87cm/34.25"

Gauge (10cm/4" square):
• double crochet (US): 28 sts and 15 rows
• pattern stitch B: 30.5 sts and 9 rows (= 5cm/1.97")
• pattern stitch C: 28 sts and 16.5 rows

Gauge may vary according to individual crochet style. Change hook size if necessary to achieve gauge. Alternatively, rework pattern with your own gauge measurements.
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